
Fourth Quarter, 2013 CommentaryIn the second calendar quarter of 2014, the KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund 

(KSDVX) increased 1.26 percent compared to a 2.38 percent increase for the Russell 2000 

Value Index.  After a volatile �rst quarter of the year, equity markets gradually pushed higher 

for much of the second quarter. The global uncertainty that unsettled markets early in the year 

subsided, which allowed investors to regain focus on domestic fundamentals that overall 

seem to show progress. The economic surprise of the month and the quarter was the 

unexpectedly low �nal result for �rst-quarter gross domestic product (GDP), which was 

revised down to a decline of 2.9 percent from a previous estimate of minus 1 percent. 

Although the �rst quarter's weakness was well known due to the harsh winter months, the 

magnitude of the downward revision called into question whether the recovery was faltering. 

The consensus, however, is that economic growth continues and may be accelerating. Much 

of the U.S. economic data, in fact, is at multi-year highs stemming from before the �nancial 

crisis, especially with respect to durable goods, private-sector employment, and housing 

numbers which were all strong in June. Corporate earnings growth continues to be the 

primary driver of gains in equities, and we remain pleased with the fundamental outlook for 

the majority of our holdings. However, an increase in the number of negative earnings 

pre-announcements raised eyebrows, and the sustainability of earnings growth bears 

watching. Stock selection was the primary cause for the Fund’s relative underperformance 

during the quarter. Holdings in the consumer discretionary sector were the key detractors, 

along with an overweight position and negative stock selection in the materials sector. 

As mentioned previously, the consumer discretionary sector accounted for almost all of the 

Fund’s relative underperformance versus the benchmark during the second quarter. In that 

sector, one name speci�cally, World Wrestling Entertainment (WWE), was the key holding that 

negatively impacted our performance in this sector. The stock declined over 58 percent and 

cost the Fund 70 basis points of return during the quarter. Shares of the entertainment 

company dropped sharply in May after investors became concerned over the terms of their 

new multi-year TV contract with NBCUniversal. Additionally, subscriptions to their WW 

Network, launched in February of 2014, have been below expectations.

The second largest detractor during the quarter was American Vanguard Corporation (AVD) 

which declined over 38 percent and cost the Fund 30 basis points of return during the 

quarter. Shares of the specialty chemical manufacturer fell sharply in May after posting 

disappointing earnings results due primarily from elevated inventories from one of their main 

products. This elevated channel inventory level has been the result of volatile weather, 

especially in the Midwest.

The top performing position during the quarter was Protective Life Corporation (PL) which 

climbed over 31 percent and added 85 basis points of performance to the Fund during the 

second quarter.  Shares rose in June when Japan’s Dai-ichi Life Insurance Co. agreed to buy 

Protective Life for $5.7 billion. This deal was the largest ever by a Japanese insurer and we 

elected to sell the position soon after the announcement. 

The biggest surprise in the �rst half, in our opinion, was the decline in interest rates. This has 

meant that interest sensitive areas of the stock market have been among the best perform-

ers. With strong results from areas such as utilities and REITs, one would have expected 
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dividend-paying stocks to outperform the non-dividend-payers. That was not the case in the 

�rst half of the year. According to our work, dividend-payers were up 3.9 percent in the �rst 

half versus a 4.8 percent increase for non-dividend-payers. In most of the remaining sectors, 

the non-dividend-paying stocks outperformed the dividend payers as well. Looking ahead, 

we are still of the view that the market is likely to return +/-5 percent for the year.  From an 

investment standpoint, a better economic backdrop is being offset by valuation concerns and 

the potential for another uptick in interest rates. Global developments are not helping either. 

The environment that could negatively impact our relative performance is another strong 

upward move, particularly if some of the more speculative areas (biotech, social media) lead.  

We are also not very well-positioned for a big increase in the price of oil, especially if smaller 

exploration and production companies performed very well. These more speculative compa-

nies do not pay dividends and are therefore excluded  from our investable universe. Regard-

less, we believe the Fund is well-positioned, especially if volatility returns. The portfolio has 

become cheaper over the last year and we believe it is much less vulnerable to a move in 

interest rates. Thank you for your support of the Small Cap Dividend Value Fund.

 

Performance attribution is commonly used to measure the quality of the separate decisions that go into the 

management of an investment portfolio compared to a benchmark index. This analysis tries to isolate the effect and 

measure the return contribution of market allocation, which analyzes the positive/negative impact of a portfolio's 

allocation to groupings such as geographic regions or market sectors, and stock selection, which analyzes the 

positive/negative impact of the portfolio manager's security ownership and weighting decisions within a wider 

grouping. The performance attribution data in this quarterly commentary was prepared by Keeley Asset Management 

Corp. ("KAMCO") using the following constraints: (1) Fund portfolio holdings are as of the beginning of each day; 

index constituents are as of the end of the day. That means that the Fund's holdings are not included until the day 

after acquisition (when it is included in the portfolio as of the beginning of the next business day), and a portfolio 

holding that is sold is included in the analysis through the end of the day on which it is sold, and that the values at 

which securities are included in the analysis are the values as of the beginning of the day. For the index, securities are 

included at their values at the end of the day. (2) The securities’ values used in the analysis are the prices used by 

KAMCO in its internal records for the Fund and the prices used by the index provider for the benchmark index. If a 

price from either of those sources is unavailable, pricing information from FactSet is used. Pricing information from the 

index provider or from FactSet may differ from the pricing information used by KAMCO. (3) For the purpose of 

assigning portfolio security holdings to a particular sector and/or industry, KAMCO assigns the securities in 

accordance with the sector and industry classi�cations of the Global Industry Classi�cation Standard (GICS) 

developed by MSCI and Standard and Poor's (to the extent available) as a primary source and FactSet (to the extent 
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Stocks of smaller cap companies tend to be more volatile and less liquid than those of large cap companies.

KSDVX KSDVX Russell 2000

Value
No Load Load

16.16% 10.97% 22.54%

18.22% 17.04% 17.14%

1 Year

Since Inception**

1.40%Expense Ratio (Net)**

AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL RETURNS (as of 06/30/2014)

-0.09%Waiver/Expense Reimbursement**
1.49%Expense Ratio (Gross)**



available) as a secondary source for this information. In the event KAMCO securities information vendors do not 

classify a security's issuer to a particular sector or industry or if the published classi�cation appears to be incorrect, 

KAMCO may classify the security's issuer according to its own judgment, using other securities information vendors, 

the company description and other publicly available information about the company's peer group. Sector and/or 

industry classi�cations may change over time. The attribution information provided in this commentary includes 

summaries of attribution by market sector. Attribution is not precise and should be considered to be an approxima-

tion of the relative contribution of each of the sectors considered. The information on performance by sector re�ects 

the aggregated gross return of the Fund's securities. Contributions to the Fund's performance by sector (computed 

as described above) were compared against the contributions to the aggregate return of the stocks comprising the 

index, by sector, as reported by FactSet Databases. 

 GICS was developed by and is the exclusive property and a service mark of MSCI Inc. ("MSCI") and 

Standard & Poor's, a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. ("S&P") and is licensed for use by KAMCO. 

Neither MSCI, S&P nor any third party involved in making or compiling the GICS or any GICS classi�cations makes 

any express or implied warranties or representations with respect to such standard or classi�cation (or the results to 

be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, 

completeness, merchantability and �tness for a particular purpose with respect to any of such standard or classi�ca-

tion. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, S&P, any of their af�liates or any third party involved 

in making or compiling the GICS or any GICS classi�cations have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, 

consequential or any other damages (including lost pro�ts) even if noti�ed of the possibility of such damages. 

 Data provided for performance attribution are estimates based on unaudited portfolio results. 

Performance contributors and detractors were not realized gains or losses for the Fund during the quarter. Market 

performance presented soley for informational purposes. The S&P 500 Index is designed to act as a barometer for 

the overall U.S. stock market. The index is unmanaged, consisting of 500 stocks that are chosen on the basis of 

market size, liquidity, and industry grouping. The S&P 500 is a market value weighted index with each stock’s weight 

in the index proportionate to its market value. The S&P Small Cap 600 measures the small cap segment of the U.S. 

equity market, the index is designed to be an investable portfolio of companies that meet speci�c inclusion criteria to 

ensure that they are liquid and �nancially viable. The Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the small-cap 

segment of the U.S. equity universe and is a subset of the Russell 3000® Index representing approximately 10% of 

the total market capitalization of that index. The Russell 2000 Value Index measures the performance of small-cap 

value segment of the U.S. equity universe and includes those Russell 2000 companies with lower price-to-book 

ratios and lower forecasted growth values. These Index �gures do not re�ect any deduction for fees, expenses or 

taxes, and are not available for direct investment. Securities in the Fund may not match those in the indexes and 

perfo mance of the Fund will differ. The KEELEY All Cap Value Fund, KEELEY Mid Cap Value Fund, KEELEY 

Small-Mid Cap Value Fund, KEELEY Small Cap Value Fund, KEELEY Small Cap Dividend Value Fund, KEELEY Mid 

Cap Dividend Value Fund, and KEELEY Alternative Value Fund are distributed by Keeley Investment Corp.

 The top ten holdings of KSDVX as of June 30, 2014 include  Glacier Bancorp, Inc. (2.05%), World Fuel 

Services Corp. (1.91%), Bancorpsouth, Inc. (1.88%),  Stag Industrial, Inc. (1.83%), Sanderson Farms (1.72%), 

Innophos Holdings (1.72%), Wintrust Financial Corp. (1.68%), Primoris Services (1.63%), Ryman Hospitality 

Properties (1.58%), and El Paso Electric (1.57%).
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